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It has been postulated that metallic glasses, in contrast to their crystalline counterparts, exhibit

nano-scale structural heterogeneity which is crucial for understanding the long-standing issues of

relaxations and deformation of glasses. We fabricate micrometer scale metallic glassy fibers

(MGFs) with different diameters and structural configurations, and find that the thinner MGFs

cooled down with faster cooling rates have smaller superconducting transition temperatures and

wider transition widths. We show that the superconducting properties correlate with the

heterogeneous microstructure of metallic glasses and can be used as a novel way to experimentally

characterize the structural heterogeneity of metallic glasses. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4822018]

I. INTRODUCTION

Metallic glasses (MGs) synthesized through rapid

quenching of supercooled liquids inherit the disordered

structural features of liquids with a large amount of free vol-

ume.1,2 It has been postulated that nano-scale heterogeneity

could exist in MGs which plays a crucial role in the mechan-

ical behavior,3–5 relaxations6,7 and glass transitions8,9 of

MGs. The wide distributions of energy dissipation and local

indentation modulus in the nanometer scale implying the het-

erogeneous structure of MGs have been detected with atomic

force microscopes (AFM)10,11 and transmission electron

microscopes (TEM)4,5 in some MGs. Molecular dynamic

simulations12,13 and experimental phenomena7,14,15 like

mechanical hysteresis in dynamical micropillar tests and

apparent b relaxation peaks in the dynamic mechanical spec-

troscopy (DMA) also indirectly demonstrate the heterogene-

ous structure with loosely bonded cores in MGs. However, it

is still disputable that whether the loosely packed domains

exist or not in MGs and how the heterogeneous structure

affects the macroscopic properties of MGs. To our knowl-

edge, little work has been done to explore the microstructure

of MGs from their physical properties such as superconduc-

tivity, which is sensitive to microstructural characteristics.16

It was reported that microstructure fluctuations can signifi-

cantly influence the properties of superconductors in the vi-

cinity of the transition temperatures.17 Therefore, the

superconductivity could provide us a new way to identify the

heterogeneous structural features of glasses.

In this paper, we study the superconductivity changes of

La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and La65Al10Cu20Co5 metallic glassy

fibers (MGFs) upon the change of their diameters. We find

thinner MGFs show smaller Tc and broader transition regions

DTc/Tc. The deterioration of superconductivity is correlated

with the electron density fluctuations and heterogeneous

microstructure induced by different cooling rates. The differ-

ence of the superconductivity for the two types of MGFs is

also discussed from their inhomogeneous structural features.

Our experimental results may provide new evidence for the

intrinsic heterogeneous microstructure of metallic glasses.

II. EXPERIMENTS

We used MGFs as model systems due to their diameter

can be readily controlled in preparation, and the MGFs with

different diameters have different cooling rates and then dif-

ferent structural configurations.18 Therefore, we can study the

correlation between the superconductivity and the structural

features of MGs. La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and La65Al10Cu20Co5

MGFs with diameters in micrometer scale and lengths of

more than 5 cm were manufactured with the method of draw-

ing glassy rods in the supercooled liquid regions.18 The

glassy structure of the MGFs was confirmed by X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD). The surface topography and size were detected

with the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The supercon-

ductivity was studied through measuring the resistivity with

the standard four-probe technique down to 1.8 K using the

physical property measurement system (PPMS) 6000 of

Quantum Design Company. The heat capacity near the

glass transition temperatures (Tg) was measured under a puri-

fied argon atmosphere in a Perkin Elmer DSC-7. The dyna-

mical mechanical behavior of La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and

La65Al10Cu20Co5 metallic glassy ribbons with thickness at

micrometer scale was tested on a TA Q800 dynamical me-

chanical analyzer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1(a) shows the SEM photographs of our fabri-

cated La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs. The

geometry of the MGFs is successive and uniform. Their

diameters range from several to tens of micron. Figure 1(b)

shows the XRD patterns of the MGFs. The absence of sharp

crystalline peaks indicates the fully amorphous structure.

Figure 2(a) presents the resistivity q scaled by the normal re-

sistivity q0 for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs with different diame-

ters at low temperatures and under a zero magnetic filed. q0

is the resistivity at 3 K. q/q0 of the MGFs falls down to zero
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with temperatures decreasing which implies superconducting

transitions. Both the temperatures, where q/q0 deviates from

the normal resistivity and reaches zero, decrease with the

diameter decreasing. The superconducting transition

temperature Tc is determined to be the temperature where

q/q0 reaches 0.5. From Fig. 2(a), one can see that the Tc of

the MGF decreases with their diameter decreasing. The Tc of

the MGF with a diameter of 15.0 lm is 2.43 K, while the Tc

of the MGF with a diameter of 5.00 lm decreases to 2.13 K.

The superconducting transition regions DTc is the difference

between the temperatures where q/q0 are 0.1 and 0.9 [as indi-

cated in Fig. 2(a)]. It can be clearly seen that the thinner

MGFs have larger superconducting transition width DTc/Tc.

The superconductivity of La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs shows

similar behavior to that of La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs (not

shown here).

The size effects on the superconducting transitions

should reflect structural characteristics of the MGFs. As the

thin MGFs are formed from a melting liquid with a small

volume of about 1 mm3, the composition inhomogeneous is

insignificant and cannot significantly influence the supercon-

ductivity. To avoid the influence of electric current densities,

all the resistivity is measured in currents smaller than 10 lA.

The coherence lengths of the studied MGFs should be sev-

eral nanometers similar to those of amorphous LaAl alloys

since the superconductivity of La-based MGs is mainly

determined by La,19,20 and the change of the superconductiv-

ity cannot be attributed to the modification of electron-

phonon interactions by surfaces due to the much larger

dimensions of the MGFs compared to the coherence

lengths.16 Therefore, the superconductivity change upon the

diameter of the La-based MGFs can only be associated with

their intrinsic structural characteristics.

To clearly exhibit the effects of structural fluctuations

on the superconductivity, we plot the excess conductivity

Dr/r0 (Dr¼r� r0) versus the reduced temperature t
[t¼ (T� Tc)/Tc] in a logarithmic scale for La60Cu20Ni10Al10

MGFs in Fig. 2(b). The r0 is the normal conductivity at 3 K.

The discontinuous change of Dr/r0 near Tc (t � 0.1) can be

attributed to sample structural inhomogeneity.21 For thinner

MGFs, the effect extends over a large temperature range

implying the less homogeneous structure as predicted by the

Ginzburg-Landau equation.17 Actually, the superconducting

transition widths DTc/Tc can also reflect the structural

heterogeneity,22–24 which we will discuss in details later.

To show the structural evolution of MGFs with the diam-

eter changing, we measure the heat capacity near glass transi-

tion temperature Tg of La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs with different

diameters using DSC. The DSC traces with obvious endother-

mic glass transition humps are shown in Fig. 3(a). The glass

transition behavior varies when the diameter changes indicat-

ing different glassy states for these MGFs25 as shown in the

inset of Fig. 3(a). The cooling rates Rc for the MGFs can be

roughly estimated as:26 Rc � 10/D2 (K/s), where D is the di-

ameter of the MGF. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the Tg increases

about 5 K when Rc increases one order of magnitude which is

consistent with the glass transition theory.27 This confirms

that the MGFs with different diameters have different cooling

rates and the thinner MGFs have fast cooling rates. The fictive

temperature Tf represents the state of the glass and the change

of Tf can characterize the variation of the glassy state.28 We

measured the Tf of the MGFs based on the DSC curves as

shown Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that the Tf increases with

FIG. 1. (a) The SEM photographs for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and

La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs. (b) The XRD patterns of La60Cu20Ni10Al10 (the

upper one) and La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs.

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependent scaled resistivity q/q0 for

La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs with diameters of 5.00 lm, 7.5 lm, 10.7 lm, and

15.0 lm, respectively. (b) Excess conductivity Dr/r0 versus the reduced

temperature t in a logarithmic scale for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs with differ-

ent diameters. The dashed lines are the guide for the eyes. The straight lines

with arrows indicate the discontinuous points of Dr/r0 at different tempera-

tures scaled by Tc.
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decreasing diameters or increasing Rc. This indicates that the

structure of thinner MGFs has more free volumes and more

inhomogeneous structure.29–31 The effect of the cooling rate

on the structural configurations can be understood based on

the energy landscape theory30 as schematically illustrated in

Fig. 3(c). By quenching from equilibrium liquid phases at a

sufficiently high cooling rate (in the case of thinner MGFs),

the system can be easily trapped into one of the basins with

high potential energy, because the number of such basins is

much more than that of basins with lower energy; when the

cooling rate is considerably low (in the case of thick MGFs)

but not as low as crystallization occurs, the system would fall

into a basin with lower energy and a different structural con-

figuration. Our results are also in accordance with recent sim-

ulations,32 which show that glasses cooled down with faster

cooling rates involve in relatively large clusters and more in-

homogeneous structure.

The different structural configurations caused by differ-

ent Rc are the main reason for the different superconductivity

of the MGFs. Figure 4(a) shows the Rc dependent Tc for the

La-based MGFs in a semilogarithmic scale. The Tc and Rc

for bulk La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and La65Al10Cu20Co5 metallic

glasses33,34 are also plotted. One can see that the Tc deceases

with the increase of Rc and the decrease is much faster for

thinner MGFs with larger Rc. The Tc change trend of

La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs is similar and the Tc are obviously

larger compared with La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGs. For

La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGs, the Tc decreases about 15% when

Rc increases from 2.5� 102 K/s to 4.0� 107 K/s. For

La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGs, the Tc decreases only about 3%

when Rc increases from 2.5� 102 K/s to 1.4� 107 K/s. The

Tc for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 is more sensitive to Rc than that of

La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs as shown in Fig. 4(a).

For La-based MGs, in which La plays the dominant role

for superconductivity, the electron-phonon interaction pa-

rameters k is about 0.8 indicating a moderately coupling

strength.19,33 The Tc of the MGs can be expressed as35

Tc ¼
H

1:45

� �
exp � 1:04ð1þ kÞ

k� l�ð1þ 0:62kÞ

� �
; (1)

where H and l* are the Debey temperature and electron-

electron Coulomb pseudopotential, respectively. Anderson

et al. proposed that the growth of l*, i.e., the effective

Coulomb repulsion between cooper pair electrons induced

by the less effective electron motion should be the main rea-

son for the degradation of Tc in a strongly disordered

metal.36 For the MGs fabricated with faster cooling rates and

high concentrations of free volume, their electrons should

FIG. 3. (a) DSC traces for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs with different diameters.

The inset shows the endothermic humps of glass transition for the MGFs.

The horizontal arrow in the inset shows the moving direction of the DSC

traces with the diameters decreasing. (b) Glass transition temperature Tg and

fictive temperature Tf vs. cooling rate Rc for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs. (c)

Schematic illustration of the solidification process of MGFs with the energy

landscape. The left x-axis represents all configurational coordinates. The

right x-axis represents temperature. The y-axis represents the total potential

energy of the MG. Light blue and dark magenta represent high potential

energy and temperatures, respectively.

FIG. 4. (a) Rc dependent Tc for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and La65Al10Cu20Co5

MGFs and their bulk MG form in a semilogarithmic scale. The curves with

arrows are the guide for the eyes. (b) DTc/Tc vs. Rc for La60Cu20Ni10Al10

and La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs in a semilogarithmic scale. The curves with

arrows are the guide for the eyes.
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diffuse slower and l* are larger due to the more inhomoge-

neous structure and higher electron density fluctuations. As a

result, the Tc of these MGs decrease with the increase of Rc.

Experiments and simulations have confirmed that the den-

sities of states at Fermi level N(EF) are mainly responsible

for the variation of Tc for series of MGs including La-based

MGs when the compositions are changed.19,37 The larger Tc

for La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs compared with that of

La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs can be plausibly explained with its

larger N(EF) associated with the nearest La-La separation.

Large superconducting transition widths DTc/Tc are also

closely associated with the inhomogeneous structure of

superconductors.22–24 We plot the DTc/Tc versus Rc for the

La-based MGFs in a semilogarithmic scale in Fig. 4(b). The

thinner MGFs with larger Rc have larger DTc/Tc for the two

types of the MGFs. Considering cooling rate gradient

between the surface and the center of a MGF, the thinner

MGFs seem to have less inhomogeneous macrostructure

than thicker ones. So, the increase of DTc/Tc cannot be

explained with macroscopic inhomogeneity, but can only be

attributed to the more inhomogeneous microstructure caused

by faster cooling rates. In the characteristic volume at the

scale of superconducting coherence lengths, the fluctuations

of La concentrations or atomic densities induced by the vari-

ation of effective hydrostatic pressure can lead to the broad-

ening of superconducting transition widths of La-based

MGs.21 Larger structural fluctuations in nanosized regions

caused by faster cooling rates lead to the increase of DTc/Tc

for thinner MGFs considering the nanoscale superconducting

coherence lengths for La-based MGs.19,20 Therefore, the

depression of Tc and broadening of DTc/Tc for La-based

MGs fabricated with faster cooling rates imply the larger

structural fluctuations associated with nanoscale structural

heterogeneities at the scale of several nanometers. The char-

acteristic lengths of the heterogeneities are in good agree-

ment with those of flow units or shear transformation zones

in MGs.38,39

We analyze the difference of the microstructure for

La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs through

comparing their superconductivity. As shown in Fig. 3(b),

the degradation of Tc is more pronounced and becomes

quicker with Rc increasing for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs. As

shown in Fig. 4(b), the DTc/Tc of La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs is

larger than those of La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGFs even their

values of Rc are similar, and the DTc/Tc increases quickly

with faster cooling rates for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MGFs.

The difference in the superconductivity manifests that

La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MG could contain more free volume and

its microstructure could be more heterogeneous than that of

La65Al10Cu20Co5 MG. Figure 5 shows the temperature

dependent loss modulus for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 and

La65Al10Cu20Co5 MGs measured at 4 Hz. The Tg for the two

MGs are 356 K and 387 K, respectively. The more pro-

nounced b relaxation peak for La60Cu20Ni10Al10 MG as

shown in Fig. 5 indicates more heterogeneous structure of

this MG, because the degree of the heterogeneous structure

is found to be proportional to the intensity of the b relaxation

peak.15,40 Therefore, the differences in Tc and DTc/Tc for the

two types of La-based MGs further confirm the correlation

between the superconductivity and intrinsic heterogeneous

microstructure in MGs, and the superconductivity can be

used as a way to identify and characterize the structural inho-

mogeneity of MGs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We show that the superconductivity of the metallic

glasses can reflect their different microstructural heterogene-

ities at the nanometer scale. The deterioration of the super-

conductivity is correlated with the more heterogeneous

microstructure in superconducting metallic glasses, and

some properties such as the superconductivity can be used to

characterize the structural heterogeneity of metallic glasses.

Our results could have implications for understanding the

disordered structure and superconducting properties of me-

tallic glasses.
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